X12 Kit, Grey

ALSEYE X12 Kit, Grey – born to be cool!
The three 120mm RGB fans of the X12 Xtreme series from ALSEYE impress
with their frameless fan design and are each equipped with 24 addressable RGB
LEDs. The RGB fans can be managed and controlled either via the enclosed
remote control or via the integrated 5V RGB header (addressable RGB LEDs).

The set can easily be extended with up to five additional optional ALSEYE X12
RGB fans.

Radio remote control (about 8m range)
3pin RGB header connector for 5V RGB motherboard control
24 bright RGB LEDs per 120mm fan
Frameless fan structure
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Rubber-coated pads below the mounting holes, which also allow for invisible
screw mounting, reliably prevent the fans from transmitting vibrations to the
PC case and ensure smooth operation at up to 1200rpm and 26.3dBA.

X12 Kit, Grey

Specifications
Fan dimensions (H/W/D)
Fan speed
Rated voltage
Air flow/ fan
Noise level/ fan
Connector
Bearing type
Package dimensions (H/W/D)
Weight (net.)
Weight (gross)
Packing units (VE/VPE)
Warranty
Article number
EAN-Code
Scope of delivery

30/120/120mm
800/1000/1200rpm
12V
71.70cbm/h
26.3dBA
4pin PWM
Hydraulic
150/290/105mm
350g
695g
1/14
24 Months
88885495
4897059872469
3x X12 fan in color grey
Control unit for up to 8 fans
(magnetically attachment in the case)

RF wireless remote control
Power cord for control unit

(Connection over S-ATA power connector)
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Features

Combo cable for 5V 3pin RGB header and PWM
3x connection cable for X12 fan
Fan screws
Three X12 fans with each 24 RGB LEDs included
Frameless fan structure
Invisible screw mounting
Expandable to a total of 8 fans
Controllable via enclosed remote control
3pin RGB header connector for 5V RGB motherboard control
Rubberized fan corners for vibration-free operation

